PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The final product of this project is a high-quality recording of solo piano works by three living Thai composers; Nat Yontararak, Atibhop Pataradetpisan and Siraseth Pantura-umporn. It also includes two Yontararak's arrangements of songs by King of Thailand, Bhumibol Adulyadej. This recording is the first to consist entirely of solo piano works written and arranged by contemporary Thai composers.
This recording project presents a broad spectrum of compositional styles that are currently predominant in Thailand and serve as a testament of modern Thai solo piano composition. It shows the blend of Eastern and Western styles that is prevalent in music by modern Thai composers. All these composers are successful in creating an undeniably modern Thai sound for the solo piano as they employ their unique musical ideas, textures, and performance techniques. They also use Thai traditional folk music in their works.
This recording features:
Duality "ทวิ ลั กษณ* " (1998) 
Project Process
The works featured in this recording were collected during a research trip to Thailand during the summer of 2016, with funding from the University of Iowa Graduate College Summer
Fellowship. Before embarking on the trip, I explored on several notable composers active in
Thailand. These three composers were selected because their works demonstrated distinctively
Thai characteristics, as well as pianistic features that are engaging to both the audiences and performers. Upon arriving in Thailand, I met with the composers and discussed possible repertoire choices. Those meetings and conversations resulted in the selection of these five pieces of music. One of the challenges of this project was that at the time of this recording, these five works were unpublished. In order to be able to practice and record the music, I had to acquire original scores/manuscripts in portable document format (PDF) from the composers.
After receiving the music, it took me a few months to learn the music. In the meantime, I
also did research on the works and began writing the program notes. The most challenging piece is Siam Sonata, in terms of its length, technique and musical interpretation, which has required the most practice hours compared to the rest of the program. I have performed the works in several public recitals such as the University of Iowa School of Music Recital Hall, the University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics, and Warren Cultural Center (Greenfield, IA).
All four recording sessions were held at the Voxman Concert Hall with UI School of Music recording engineer, James Edel, assisted by Ronald Pui-Yan Lau. I spent two weeks on selecting takes for editing and sent the marked scores to the recording engineer. After the musical takes were assembled, the recording engineer and I had another four sessions to edit the recordings to produce a complete track. 
THAI FOLK MUSIC

PROGRAM NOTES: REPERTOIRE AND THE COMPOSERS
The three composers chosen for the project were educated abroad in western countries.
They acquired their education through either extensive residencies in western countries or with numerous short trips to those countries.
It is a set of two short abstract pieces, fast and slow. The title, "Duality", is depicted in the composer's creative uses of contrasting tempi, extreme dynamic contrasts and musical forms. The third movement, Larghetto (Northern region), creates an atmosphere of tranquility, nobility and calmness, depicting the northern dialect. The northern region has been influenced by the Lanna Kingdom. The 700-year-old Lanna Kingdom (the Kingdom of a million rice fields), which was located in the northern region, has inherited a mysterious charm and lush forests of the past. The tune "Ngiew Ramluek" used in this movement is a perfect symbol of this nature.
"Ngiew" refers to an ethic tribe in northern Thailand, and "Ramluek" is to recall. The original tune was composed by Boonyong Ketkong to accompany the northern dance. It was constructed in "Tao" musical form, featuring three clearly marked sections of slow, moderate, and fast.
While the movement is written in the ternary form, there are clearly recognizable tempo changes that remind us of the original version of the "Tao" form. The piano texture and overall sound in Larghetto resembles that of Debussy's with an abundance of decorated arpeggio ascending and descending through the pentatonic scale, continuing parallel perfect fifths, and imitations of bell and gong sounds in numerous sustained notes and rich octave basses. In the middle section, there are also tremolo octaves in the melody mocking the typical technique of the "ra-nad".
The final movement, Allegro tempestoso (Southern Region), is in a classical rondo form.
The main theme (A) "Krao Talung" is repeated three times throughout. "Talung," a southern 
Still on my Mind
This is the 37 th song of the Royal Collection. King Bhumibol wrote it in 1965, and this was the first composition that King Bhumibol wrote both the melody and the English lyrics.
Originally titled as I Can't Get You out of My Mind, it was later changed to Still on My Mind.
King Bhumibol asked Professor Dr. Prasert Na Nagara to write the Thai lyrics for it and to retain 
PROJECT IMPACTS AND OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this project, I plan to share it with a wider public. I will also seek out opportunities for publication with a recording company in Thailand. A relationship with a recording company will ensure more national exposure for the project, and provide a resource for potential future projects.
The recording is an example of my continuing effort to promote the works presented and also to the pioneer reference recording of these pieces. This drew the attention of both musicians and audiences to the piano works of contemporary Thai composers. Finally, I hope this recording will position me as one of the major advocates and performers of contemporary classical music in Thailand.
After graduation, I intend to expand the results of this recording project through solo recitals in my home country, Thailand, and in other parts of Asia. I will also continue to make subsequent recordings of newly written solo piano works of Thai composers.
The value of this project draws attention from various types of audiences: pianists, composers, musicians, and music lovers -domestic and international. In addition to Thai musicians and academics, this project could interest Thai non-musicians since it presents material that this audience will be familiar with in the form of traditional Thai musical styles and elements, as well as melodies from traditional folk songs.
This recording project aims to archive three generations of composers living in presentday Thailand whose works fit exceptionally well for the solo piano. It is a part of my continuing efforts to open doors to future collaborations. As a Thai pianist, I am excited to be able to help foster a national identity through piano music.
